This paper presents a derivative-free model reference adaptive controller design for NASA genetic transport model. The proposed architecture does not assume the ideal weights of a parameterized uncertainty are constant. In addition, it does not require modification terms like σ-or e-modification, or applying a projection operator to the weight estimates, for uniformly ultimately boundedness. The proposed design is particularly advantageous for applications to aerospace systems that undergo a sudden change in dynamics, either due to reconfiguration, deployment of a payload, or structural damage.
I. Introduction
Model reference adaptive control (MRAC) architectures proposed in the past decades commonly assume that the ideal weights of a parameterized uncertainty are constant 1−4 . Although this assumption seems reasonable, it may require the use of high adaptation gain in some applications. It is known that MRAC laws that require high gain can excite unmodeled dynamics and can incur significant oscillations in the system response 5−7 .
The purpose of this paper is to present a derivative-free model reference adaptive control (DF-MRAC) architecture, and consider its application to the NASA genetic transport model (GTM). DF-MRAC is derived by using a Lyapunov-Krasovskii function 8 and does not require high adaptation gain due to its derivativefree nature. This architecture can be thought to be the MRAC extension of the iterative learning observer proposed in 9 for simultaneous identification of time-varying parameters and estimation of system states. Furthermore, DF-MRAC does not require modification terms like σ-or e-modification, or applying a projection operator to the weight estimates, in order to prove uniform ultimate boundedness of the error signals. It is shown that DR-MRAC is particularly advantageous for applications to aerospace systems that can undergo a sudden change in dynamics, either do to reconfiguration, deployment of a payload, or structural damage.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II provides a brief background needed to explain a standard MRAC architecture. Section III describes the main concept for DF-MRAC. Section IV presents application results for several failure modes that are modeled in GTM, and Section V summarizes the main conclusions.
II. MRAC Design
In this section we state results for the standard MRAC problem. Consider the controlled nonlinear uncertain dynamical system given bẏ
where x(t) ∈ R n is the state vector, u(t) ∈ R m is the control input, A ∈ R n×n and B ∈ R n×m are known matrices, and ∆(x(t)) : R n → R m represents an unknown matched uncertainty. Furthermore, we assume that x(t) is available for feedback.
It is assumed that the desire system behavior is defined by the following reference model dynamicṡ
where x m (t) ∈ R n is the reference state vector, r(t) ∈ R r is a bounded command input, A m ∈ R n×n is Hurwitz, and B m ∈ R n×r . The objective is to design an adaptive controller that guarantees
is uniformly ultimately bounded, and all other signals remain bounded. The following assumption is needed for the main results of this section.
Assumption 2.1. The matched uncertainty in (1) can be linearly parameterized as
where W ∈ R s×m is a constant and unknown ideal weight matrix, β(x(t)) : R n → R s is a known basis function vector, and ε(x(t)) : R n → R m is the residual error.
Consider the following control law
where u n (t) is the baseline control law given by
with K 1 ∈ R m×n and K 2 ∈ R m×p are nominal control gains that satisfy A m = A − BK 1 and B m = BK 2 , and u ad (t) is the adaptive control law given by
withŴ (t) ∈ R s×m is an estimate of W obtained from the derivative-based standard adaptive weight update lawẆ
where P ∈ R n×n is a positive-definite solution of the Lyapunov equation
for any Q = Q T > 0, andẆ m (t) ∈ R s×m is a modification term, e.g.Ẇ m (t) = −σŴ for σ-modification term 1 , orẆ m (t) = −σ|e(t)|Ŵ for e-modification 2 , where σ > 0.
the system error dynamics and weight update error can be given as:
The uniformly ultimately boundedness (UUB) 8 property of the closed-loop system error dynamics given by (11) and (12) for the σ-and e-modification cases can be found in 5−7 , by using the Lyapunov function candidate
III. Derivative-Free MRAC Design
The DF-MRAC architecture can be viewed as an extension of the iterative learning observer proposed in 9 to MRAC. The following is a generalization of Assumption 2.1.
Assumption 3.1. The unknown matched uncertainty in (1) can be linearly parameterized as
where W (t) ∈ R s×m is the varying unknown ideal weight matrix that satisfies W (t) ≤ w * .
Consider the control law given by (5) for the uncertain dynamical system given by (1) , with the baseline control law given by (6) , and with the adaptive control law given by (7) that has a derivative-free weight update law in the formŴ
where τ > 0 is a time delay design value, Ω 1 satisfies
where 0 < K 1 < I is a positive matrix, and
where
The system error dynamics are given by (11) and weight update error are given bỹ
and
By using (18), (11) can be further arranged aṡ
Theorem 3.1. Consider the controlled nonlinear uncertain dynamical system given by (1) together with Assumption 3.1. Consider, in addition, the control law given by (5) , with the nominal control law given by (6) and the adaptive control law given by (7) that has a derivative-free weight update law in the form (15) with (16) and (17). Then, the closed loop system given by (18) and (21) is UUB.
Proof. It follows directly from the proof of Theorem 3.1 in 10 , which is based on the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional
where α is a positive scalar and P is the positive definite solution of (9).
Remark 3.1. It is shown in 10 that the derivative-free weight update law given by (15) with (16) and (17) does not require a modification term to prove the error dynamics are UUB. The proposed architecture is depicted in Figure 1 . (8):
This form of weight update law is identical to the DF-MRAC law in (15), if Ω 1 = 1, K 2 = γdt, and τ = dt.
The main difference in DF-MRAC is that τ does not necessarily equal to dt and Ω 1 belongs to (−1, 1). 
IV. Application to NASA GTM
This section compares MRAC and DF-MRAC designs for several failure modes selected from the NASA GTM. GTM is a high-fidelity scaled transport aircraft model developed by NASA Langley Research Center 11 . It consists of a nonlinear aircraft model having two left and two right elevator controls, independent left and right aileron controls, upper and lower rudder controls, two left and two right spoiler controls, a stabilizer control, and left and right thrust controls. A linearized model for the controlled GTM at an angle of attack of 2 degrees and 1000 ft altitude is obtained in the form of (1), where in this case the uncertainty represents possible damage conditions. A baseline controller is designed for the GTM using a robust servomechanism LQR approach that incorporates integral control into state feedback design 12 , where the aim is to track roll, pitch, and yaw commands. Including the states corresponding to integration, the linearized GTM model is 12 th -order with the state vector
where q i (t), p i (t), w i (t) are the integrator states; u(t), v(t), w(t) are velocity components; p(t), q(t), r(t) are angular velocity components; and φ(t), θ(t), ψ(t) are Euler angles. In this simulation study, tracking of roll and pitch rate commands is considered, and yaw command is set to zero. Figure 2 shows the performance of the baseline controller under nominal operating conditions.
Two damage cases are considered 11 : (i) Left outboard flap off case: In this case, the left outboard trailing edge flap is missing, and due to this fact available roll control effectiveness is reduced. (ii) Left wingtip off case: In this case, there is 25% loss of outboard left wing tip and the left aileron is missing, therefore available roll control effectiveness is reduced. For both two designs neural network sigmoidal type basis functions are used in the form β(x(t)) = [1,
T , where β i (x(t)) = (1 + e −xi(t) ) −1 , i = 1, 2, . . . , 12, and P in (9) Figure 4 shows the MRAC response for this damage case where γ = 350 and σ = 20 were selected for the adaptation gain and the σ-modification gain. Tracking performance can be improved by increasing the adaptation gain to γ = 700. However, Figure 5 shows that this results in high frequency oscillations especially in the initial system response to the failure. Figure 6 shows the performance with DF-MRAC using K 1 = 0.1I, K 2 = 10I, and τ = 0.2 seconds. DF-MRAC results with best system performance without high frequency oscillations and with a much lower adaptation gain. Figure 7 shows the degraded performance of the baseline control response for the left wingtip off case. Figure 8 shows the MRAC response for this damage case where γ = 425 and σ = 20 were selected for the adaptation gain and the σ-modification gain. Tracking performance can be improved by increasing the adaptation gain to γ = 850. However, Figure 9 shows that this results in high frequency oscillations especially in the initial system response to the failure. Figure 10 shows the performance with DF-MRAC using K 1 = 0.1I, K 2 = 15I, and τ = 0.2 seconds. DF-MRAC results with best system performance again without high frequency oscillations and with a much lower adaptation gain.
V. Conclusion
A derivative-free model reference adaptive control architecture has been presented and applied to the NASA generic transport model. The results show that the proposed approach is promising in applications in which there can be a sudden change in the plant parameters, such as might occur in the case of damage to the airframe and control surfaces of an aircraft. The derivative-free adaptive law is easy to implement and does not require the use of modification terms to ensure uniform ultimate boundedness. 
